
AUTOMATED INVOICING DATA SHEET

BillingPlatform
Supports Automated Commercial Invoicing For Any Enterprise

Invoicing is one of the most important billing processes 
for any business. Without the right system, finance 
teams struggle to scale with enterprise growth and 
are burdened by manually intensive and inefficient 
billing tasks.

Often billing systems force finance teams to use  
boilerplate invoice templates that are confusing  
and overwhelming to customers. Time is wasted  
approving and printing invoices one-by-one when 
a better solution could handle this activity in bulk. 

Using the comprehensive BillingPlatform solution,  
finance teams can convert disparate billing processes 
into powerful, unified monetization ecosystems.  
In one comprehensive, cloud-based application,  
finance executives empower their teams to auto-
mate commercial invoicing that fosters long-term 
growth and success.
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BillingPlatform’s  
built-in invoicing capabilities enable enterprises to:

DATA SHEET

•	 Customize unlimited invoice templates with full graphical and branding capabilities 
-- clearly displaying all line items in a logical and digestible composition. With the flexible 
invoice template builder, enterprises can take customer service to new levels by allowing 
individual customers to dictate the format and grouping of invoices specific to their needs. 

•	 Process and approve invoices manually or automatically based on custom configurations. 
Invoices can be searched by any component (ID, Account, Product, etc.) and approved 
individually or collectively with the bulk invoice approval tool.

•	 Automate invoice print queuing to FTP servers for all approved invoices. Invoice queues 
can be accessed through the web-based UI to monitor and troubleshoot the printing  
process, as well as manually download and print batches of invoices at one time.

•	 Enable event-based invoicing cycles with data collected from POS systems. Finance 
teams can group like charges into discrete invoices and define events that trigger closures 
and invoice deliveries. Invoicing cycles can be programmed to send invoices only when 
specific inventory leaves designated stores for just-in-time deliveries or other scenarios.

•	 Override rates so companies can use their predefined rates without having to take any  
unnecessary steps to bill for products that have already been priced and sold. With this 
feature, BillingPlatform users avoid any work related to recalculating charges, replicating 
entire product catalogs, and synchronizing millions of SKUs.
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BillingPlatform’s monetization and billing software solution transforms enterprises to embrace digital transformation. This dynamic, cloud-based platform 

adapts to every unique business model and pricing structure. BillingPlatform provides the most agile and comprehensive solution available including billing,  

revenue recognition, reporting, and other criticaL financiaL functions. With global customers across multiple industries including communication, transportation,  

technology, utilities, and media, BillinqPlatform processes millions of transactions and billions of dollars every year enabling enterprises to grow revenue, reduce 

costs, and improve overall customer experience. To learn more visit www.billingplatform.com
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